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The Illustrated Baker
Freelance Illustration
Since 2014 I’ve taken commissions for portraits
and homes, and sell my own illustrations on Esty.
Other larger freelance work includes; illustrations
for The Apartment space at Paris fashion week,
live illustration for Swatch at the London Fashion
Week show space, material print patterns for A
Mere Co and illustrated gifts for Wearisma PR,
amongst other things.

Mrs Wordsmith
Visual Artist / Creative
During my time at Mrs Wordsmith I’ve had numerous roles
covering, graphic design, illustration, social media
management, motion graphics, video editing and more.
Working at a fast paced start up I learnt to adapt quickly,
and got stuck into as much as possible. Here are some of the
projects I’ve worked on, from the inital creation of the product,
to designing a range of marketing materials.

Mrs Wordsmith
See It! Stick It!
Artworking books,
as well as social and
advertising campaigns.

Mrs Wordsmith
Paid Advertising
Weekly deliverables of mixed
video and static campaigns for
varied products.

A Mere Co.
Repeat Print Design and Artworking for Material
Alongside the designer, I worked to manifest his
vision for a material print. Their aim was to resemble
light spots created by a shadow captured on one
of his clothing photo shoots. Together we created
two versions of the ‘light spot’ pattern. It was a back
and forth process of initial sketches, tests, feedback,
and multiple iterations until we landed on a final
technique. The prints were created with Adobe
Illustrator and artworked to create a seamless vertical
repeat pattern to send to fabric printers.

The Focus
Colouring-in Illustrated Prints
Time on furlough, in spring
2020, lead me to create a
mini series of downloadable
colouring sheets. As an
illustrator I find art a fantastic
tool to release stress and focus
the mind. I was thinking of ways
I could help people to stay
positive and enjoy their time
indoors. They were made free
for anyone to download and
get creative at home. Published
on The Focus, a non-profit site,
designed to assist with mental
well-being and self-worth and to
be an opportunity for creatives
to provide content on any
subject or matter that is close to
their hearts. While any money
generated from advertising is
donated to NHS charities.
See the article here.

MiHND
Banner and Article Illustration
Designed for a digital article on OCD. The
brief was to create an illustration of the
phrase “OCD is not an adjective”, along
side a complementary header image for
the blog piece.
You can read it here

